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 MILKIES...MILK-SAVER AND
 ORGANIZER: BREASTFEEDING
 MOMS, YOU DON'T WANT TO

 MISS THIS!
Breastfeeding Moms:  I have two new exciting products for you!

Let me introduce to you, Milkies.
They have a milk-saver product that saves you from having milk
 stains on your shirt and allows you to collect an average of 1-4
 ounces of milk each time you feed your baby!!   I had NO idea
 that the average woman leaks that much milk every time she

 nurses!

I am not much of a leaker, but of course I had to try this
 product out myself.

Sure enough, I collected 1.5 ounces of milk in one day.
  (Enough to mix in my baby's cereal!)

You just slip the milk saver into your bra or snug tank on the
 non-nursing side while breastfeeding and ~voila~!
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The Milk-Saver comes with a container to store your collected
 milk in upright until you can get in a storage bag.

Now....onto my next product for you.   What happens with all
 your bags of breast milk??

 
My freezer looks something like this....

  (horrible picture...taking a pic inside your freezer is near
 impossible...unless you are a profession--which is the other Ashley...not

 me!) 
I am not the best at laying my bags flat to freeze and certainly

 have no system.
Until...Milkies introduced me to Milkies Freeze.

You can organize your milk so the oldest milk is used first and
 contamination is prevented.  It comes with a quick-freeze tray
 to help freeze your milk in a hurry.  It is convenient to use with
 any milk storage bag and comes as a compact design to store

 more milk in less space.

Now, my milk storage system looks like this...
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I am basically saving a half a shelf of space!   (genius, right?!)

 
Interested in learning more??

http://www.fairhavenhealth.com/breastfeeding-products.html

 Want to win a Milikies Freeze AND a Milkies Milk-Saver?!??

 Enter HERE!

Engaging giveaway-thrusters

Prizing & samples courtesy of Milkies. 

Giveaway ends at  12 AM  on January 27, 2015. Open to Residents of the US
 only. Prizes cannot be shipped to PO Boxes. Winner will be selected by

 random and be notified by email. Winner have 48 hours to respond before a
 new winner is selected. Please note that Naptime Tales is not responsible for
 sponsors that do not fulfill their prizes. I have represented each sponsor with

 the expectation they will fulfill their prize and in a timely manner. I will
 contact the sponsor regarding your prize(s). The sponsors, in most cases, are

 shipping their items to you directly. I will make every effort to assist you
 obtaining your prize. If there is an issue with a sponsor, please notify the

 blog you won a prize from within 30 days for assistance, after that we may
 be unable to assist you. The product provided for the review was free of

 charge from the company. The product offered for the giveaway is free of
 charge, no purchase necessary. My opinions are my own and were not
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 MILKIES WINNER  The Princess and
 the Pony - Review
 and Giveaway

 HALO SleepSack
 Giveaway!

Tweet 4 0

  

 influenced by any form of compensation. Facebook, Twitter and Google+ are
 in no way associated with this giveaway. By providing your information in

 this form, you are providing your information to me and me alone. I do not
 share or sell information and will use any information only for the purpose

 of contacting the winner.
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8 COMMENTS:
kdf21ae January 20, 2015 at 6:19 PM

Super excited to try these, never want to waste a drop

Reply

Katie January 20, 2015 at 7:00 PM

I would love both of these products! I waste so much milk while nursing and
 my freezer supply is so unorganized!

Reply

Heather Mulcahey January 20, 2015 at 9:24 PM

I am a donor to a family that adopted a preemie and I would love to save
 every drop I can for this little guy!

Reply

Erin January 21, 2015 at 10:28 AM

I would love these for my first baby due in April. I will take all the help I can
 get!
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My "One-Third Life Crisis"

My best friend is pregnant!

Annoucing a fablous new partnership
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Baby B is 6 Months

Friend Share- Adorable Nursery

Happy New Year!
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matope January 21, 2015 at 4:41 PM

id love a good way to store milk!! we need to pump more lately since im
 helping my sister out with her baby!

Reply

Chely January 21, 2015 at 10:32 PM

Baby #2 is due any day now and I need it!!!

Reply

Deborah Gardner January 23, 2015 at 6:23 PM

I want this for my first baby to save milk for him.

Reply

Jill January 25, 2015 at 4:47 PM

I would love these! I leaked so much with baby number one. hopefully I
 won't waste as much this time around!

Reply
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